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Book Description 
If there’s a spanking scene to be found in Poughkeepsie, Lupe 
Freeman will find it; with the sophisticated Diana Stratton as her 
mentor, the precocious prep school girl hits the Ivy League 
determined to supply herself with a dominant boyfriend by 
Thanksgiving break. Susan Ross, now 23 and ever the darling of 
Anthony Newton, begins her career at an ad agency while 
irreverently recording her ongoing spanking adventures in a 
diary. Her growing passion for Anthony, fueled by jealousy, 
leads her to commit several errors of relationship etiquette, 
which cry out for and receive harsh correction. Back in Random 
Point, polymorphosly perverse Alison Albrecht engages in her 
first spanking love affair; but will the quite amiable gentleman 
be firm enough to tame her waywardness? Conversely, hyper-
critical husband Ambrose Bartlett pushes perfectionism a little 
too far with his independent bride and almost outsmarts himself. 
Love, liberty and the perfect spanking scene come to all 
deserving girls in Volume Eight of Shadow Lane. 
 
 
About the Author 
In Random Point, everything is linked to spanking and this is 
true for the author of the Shadow Lane novels as well. Eve 
Howard has been writing and producing spanking erotica since 
the 1980’s. Eve has written, directed and produced over 140 
spanking videos. Female-friendly and designed to make people 
feel good, rather than guilty, about being into spanking, Eve 
suggests an irreverent alternative to the all or nothing B&D 
subculture portrayed in such beloved classics as The Story of O. 
Many spanking fans have discovered the real life spanking scene 
by following the same patterns of social networking as described 
in the Shadow Lane novels. And for almost twenty years, Eve’s 
company Shadow Lane has been one of the primary social 
organs of the real life spanking scene. There are nine titles in the 
Shadow Lane series and Eve is currently working on Volume 10. 
She lives with her husband Tony Elka and their three cats in Las 
Vegas. 
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